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Abstract—Phase-change memory (PCM) is a non-volatile memory device with favorable characteristics such as persistence, byte-

addressability, and lower latency when compared to flash memory. However, it comprises memory cells that have limited lifetime and

higher access latency than DRAM. The row buffer size of a PCM is preferred to be larger than 128B to fill the latency gap between two

memories and to reduce the metadata overhead incurred by wear leveling. As the cache line size in a general-purpose processor is

64B, a read-modify-write (RMW) module is required to be placed between the processor and the PCM, which in turn induces a

performance degradation. To reduce such an overhead and enhance the reliability of a device, this paper presents a new RMW

architecture. The proposed model introduces a DRAM cache in the RMWmodule, which minimizes redundant read operations for write

operations by pre-fetching the entire transaction unit instead of merely caching the 64B requested data. Furthermore, a typeless merge

operation is performed with the proposed cache by gathering multiple commands accessing consecutive addresses, irrespective of

whether they are READ orWRITE. Simulation results indicate that the proposed method enhances the speed by 3.2 times and the

reliability by 49 percent as compared to the baseline model.

Index Terms—Phase-change memory, non-volatile memory, read-modify-write, command merging
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1 INTRODUCTION

OWING to its characteristics of non-volatility, byte
addressability, and relatively low latency, a phase-

change memory (PCM) device is gaining attention as the
next-generation non-volatile memory (NVM) device,
along with ReRAM and STT-MRAM [1], [2], [3]. These
characteristics allow new non-volatile memories to
replace an existing main memory or storage by adding a
flexible new memory layer for the current computer
architecture hierarchy. In recent years, 3D-XPoint has
been proposed as a gap filler between memory and con-
ventional storage systems [4], [5], and software-defined
persistent memory (SDPM) has been proposed to utilize
non-volatile memory as fast storage or expanded main
memory [6], [7], [8]. Additionally, with the growing
demand for high-performance server systems in the
future, an increasing amount of main memory is further
desired, such as an in-memory database. Furthermore, an
in-memory database needs to let application data be per-
sistent in storage, which incurs substantial performance

overheads [9], [10]. A PCM is an adequate candidate for
the purposes mentioned above because it is a low latency
non-volatile memory device. Therefore, exploiting these
technologies is highly crucial to attaining a high-speed
and large-capacity memory system in the future.

Despite its characteristics of non-volatility and high
endurance, which make it superior to NAND flash memory,
PCM is not ready to be prevalently commercialized owing
to two well-known problems. The first problem is a large
latency for a write operation that requires no less than
1000ns, which is much slower than that of DRAM [11], [12],
[13], [14]. The large latency can be compensated for by the
improved throughput that is achieved by increasing the
size of a memory transaction (i.e., row buffer size) rather
than using the conventional 64B as in [2]. In [2], it is pointed
out that a 512B row buffer offers a good trade-off between
delay and energy consumption. Furthermore, doubling bit
width has been widely adopted for enhancing the band-
width in high bandwidth memory (HBM) or flash memory
devices [15], [16], [17], [18], [19].

The second problem that prevents a PCM from commer-
cialization is the limited write endurance of 1E8 per cell. As
a result, wear leveling is required to maintain uniformity in
write access across memory spaces [20], [21], [22], [23], [24].
A wear leveling algorithm, such as start gap or security
refresh, divides the entire memory space into several sub-
regions and maintains metadata like gap pointers and swap
keys for each sub-region to prevent it from Repeated Address
Attack [22], [23]. Therefore, the size of this sub-region should
be large to reduce resource overheads while maintaining
the reasonable degree of write uniformity. As a result, a
large number of the wear leveling algorithms for a PCM
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select the size of the sub-region larger than 128B instead of
64B [18], [19].

The conventional general-purpose processor typically
adopts a 64B cache line, which is also the basic access unit of a
main memory system for each transaction. Therefore, a read-
modify-write (RMW) operation is essential to handle the size
gap between a PCM (i.e., larger than 128B) and a cache line
size (i.e., 64B) [25]. The redundant read operation in RMW for
write access causes performance degradation. As no efficient
RMW scheme for a PCM has been studied so far, the RMW
schemes proposed for other devices can be applied for PCM
access. In [26], a coalescing operation gathers write requests
in RMW for a GPU, which is highly effective because write
access patterns of most GPU applications are sequential, and
hence suitable for coalescingwrite requests. However, adopt-
ing this method for a general-purpose system is ineffective
because the access patterns of general-purpose applications
are generally read-dominant and randomly accessed. In [27],
RMW with command combining has been proposed for effi-
cient error correction coding (ECC), but it assumes that the
ECC codeword length (i.e., eventually decided transaction
unit) is equal to the cache line, so it does not consider the case
for a larger row buffer size of the memory device. For design
simplicity, experiments in previous PCM-related researches
assume that the cache line size and the row buffer size are
identical without considering the non-symmetric case [2],
[21], [22], [28], [29]. The RMW should be carefully optimized
in the design of a practical PCM-based system because the
RMW for a PCM may cause a performance degradation
owing to the redundant read operations and the frequent
read operations to a specific cell cause read disturbance errors
as discussed in [30].

In this research, a novel RMWmethod is proposed tomin-
imize the physical burden on PCMdevices by using aDRAM
cache between the PCM and processor. Previous researches
have been conducted to improve the performance of PCM-
based main memory system. The proposed method uses the
DRAM cache for data pre-fetching so that it can further
reduce the number of read-modify-write operations. As a
result, the use of cache reduces the direct access to PCMdevi-
ces, and thus, enhances the read reliability. For further opti-
mization, multiple commands are merged into a single
memory command regardless of the types of operations,
generating consecutively aligned addresses constituting the
memory row buffer size. Consequently, for a PCM with a
row buffer size of 512B and a 2 MB cache between the PCM
and the processor, the combination of two contributions
increases the speed by nearly 3.2 times when compared to
the baseline system. The read reliability is also improved by

49 percent on average. In summary, the major contributions
of this paper are as follows:

� An RMW integrated into a PCM-based system is pre-
sented to provide a practical place-holder reference
for upcoming new processor architecture. This is the
first attempt to adopt RMW in the design of a PCM-
based memory system.

� A method of integrating DRAM cache and RMW
module in a PCM-based system is introduced. The
proposed method is cost effective because it utilizes
the existing DRAM cache, which is quite common
for a PCM-based system as shown in prior work.

� The proposed architecture is additionally optimized
with a novel and simple merge operation regardless
of the types of commands, which maximizes the per-
formance and reliability of the system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the background and the baseline system. In
Section 3, the baseline RMW is described in details. In
Sections 4 and 5, both DRAM cache-based RMW and type-
less merge operation are proposed, respectively. The evalu-
ation of the speed and error reliability with various
parameters is given in Section 6. Finally, the last section
presents the conclusions.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Introduction to Phase-Change Memory

Phase-change memory is a type of resistive memory device
that exploits two inter-changeable phases (i.e., the crystal-
line state and the amorphous state) of a Ge2Sb2Te5 (i.e.,
GST). The amorphous state of a device is obtained by heat-
ing the bottom electrode of the device (see Fig. 1) until the
temperature exceeds 600 degrees Celsius, which increases
the resistance of the device. On the other hand, the crystal-
line state, or SET logic level, is reachable by supplying a
temperature of 300 degrees Celsius to the material [12].
Therefore, this process makes the write operation of the
PCM slower than reading the cell resistance by supplying
the sensing voltage [31].

Because PCM has lower latency than NAND flash mem-
ory, it is considered as one of the most next-generationmem-
ory technologies for high-performance data servers, such as
in-memory databases [9], [10]. It can also enduremorewrites
than NAND flash memory, typically a maximum of 1E7 1E8
writes per cell which makes the device more attractive than
other non-volatile memory elements.

However, PCM still has a relatively higher latency than
DRAM, and hence the throughput of the system is
enhanced by increasing the transaction size of PCM [2], or
by performing read operations under write operations [32].
Additionally, PCM has lower reliability than DRAM. This is
because the frequent read operations to a specific cell would
lead to read disturbances [30], so both aspects need to be
considered simultaneously while designing the system.

2.2 Previous Research

There are some previous works for enhancing the perfor-
mance of PCM-based main memory system. Basically, incor-
porating a DRAM cache into a PCM-based memory system

Fig. 1. Cell structure of phase-change memory. (a) amorphous state, (b)
crystalline state.
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are made to build a hybrid memory system and enhance the
lifetime and performance by utilizing the DRAM as a carrier
of dirty pages in [31] and [33], respectively. In [11], the SET
operation of a write command, which has a longer latency
than RESET operation, is issued ahead from the memory
controller when the memory becomes idle, and thereby only
RESET operation is required for thatwrite command because
a PCM adopts differential write scheme in the device. In [32],
it shows that the latency of write operation can be hidden by
adopting reads-under-write methodwith the introduction of
write-status hold register (WSHR) in a memory controller
and four row buffers for read commands (based on the
LPDDR2 standard). It leverages the stabilization time of
write operations on PCM device to hide the latency by
accessing multiple row buffers in a non-blocking way. In
[12], a non-blocking PCM bank design is proposed in which
the roles of a sense-amplifier and a write driver in a bank are
separated. Therefore, they can work concurrently through
write-precedence scheduling policy. Additionally, a device
design that enables multiple activations at tile-level, called
Fine-Grained NVM (FgNVM), is proposed to exploit paral-
lelism for hiding more latencies in [34]. Thus, both a write
command and a read command can be processed in more
fine-grained ways than bank interleaving to improve the

performance of the memory system. Similarly, devices in a
rank of a DIMM is designed to work independently to
accommodate fine-grained commands for higher command
processing throughput [35].

Both the mentioned works generally assume that the
cache line size of a processor and the transaction unit of a
PCM system are equal. Although [32] mentions the problem
that the speed performance degrades with increasing write
units, it does not put further effort on read-modify-write
processes (see details in Section 2.5). Therefore, a compati-
ble RMW is desirable for matching these two different sizes.

2.3 Baseline System and Its Configurations

Fig. 2 depicts the baseline system where a PCM is a part of
the heterogeneous main memory system that includes a
DRAM cache as in previous research [21], [22], [28], [29],
[31], [33]. An FTL-like controller is equipped with the cur-
rently available NVDIMM [36], [37]. The RMW can be
included as a part of the memory controller or as an individ-
ual entity separated from the controller [26], [27], [38], [39].
In this paper, the RMW module is separated from the con-
troller for implementation simplicity and functional exten-
sion in the future.

In this paper, two simulators are used to build the base-
line system. First, an out-of-order 4-core processor with L2
last level cache (LLC) having 64B line size is configured in
gem5 based on ARM Cortex A53 as shown in Table 1. Subse-
quently, the PCM system with memory controller, banks,
and rank models is built with NVMain [40]. The RMWmod-
ule is additionally implemented for cycle-accurate simula-
tion of RMW operations. For the configuration of timing
parameters in NVMain, tRCD (row-to-column delay) is set
to 50ns and tWP (write pulse time) is set to 1000ns.

Trace-based simulation is conducted to reduce the simu-
lation time. Trace files of workloads are extracted from gem5
in system emulation mode, and the detailed information of
the workloads is described in the next subsection. Each line
of the trace file is extracted from the output path of the LLC.
The trace line consists of a CPU cycle, type, command
address, and command data (both read and write), and each
trace line is recognized as onememory command. Due to the
behavioral differences between gem5 and NVMain even
when the same timing parameters are chosen, the command
cannot flow into the NVMain at the cycle inscribed in the

Fig. 2. Baseline system environment.

TABLE 1
Simulation Configurations

gem5 (trace extractor)

Processor Caches

Out-of-Order, 4-core, 2 GHz
L1 Cache L2 Cache

I-Cache D-Cache Shared last level cache
2-way set associative, 64 KB 4-way set associative, 64 KB 16-way set associative, 1 MB, 64B cache line

NVMain

Interconnect 32-entry asynchronous FIFO

Memory information 400 Mhz clock frequency, 8 GB PCM capacity with 2 banks in a rank, all timing parameters are based on
LPDDR2 (tRCD: 50 ns, tWP: 1us) as defined in NVMain, memory controller with 64-entry buffer and FR-
FCFS scheduler

DRAM Cache read latency: 10 ns, write latency: 10 ns, write policy: write-back, replacement policy: least recently used
(LRU)
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trace file. Therefore, an interconnect module containing a 32-
entry buffer is used to synchronize the behavioral differences
between the two systems as illustrated in Fig. 2.

2.4 Workloads

As shown in Table 2, six out of the ten workloads get mixed,
from the eight benchmarks of SPEC CPU 2006, to fit in the
number of simulated cores. The benchmarks are chosen
according to their MPKIs (cache misses per thousand
instructions) to have a large bandwidth from CPU to PCM to
simulate the case of serving multiple clients in a server as in
[41], [42], [43]. In this study, applications with high MPKIs
lbm, leslie3d, mcf, gcc (with s04 option), and GemsFDTD com-
prise highly stressful workloads for a PCM. The remaining
benchmarks are selected for simulating the general-purpose
system that runs both high and low MPKI applications
simultaneously. Because there are four cores in the simulated
system, as mentioned in Table 1, four benchmarks are mixed
to form a single workload that is executed in a parallel man-
ner. Consequently, both stressful and mild workloads can
cover awide range of applications.

As shown in Table 3, persistent data structures, B-Tree,
RB-Tree, queue, Hash-map, and skip-list programmed with
cache line flush and memory fence operations, are further
implemented, where each of them contains 128 data struc-
tures and performs random insertion and deletion [5]. These
data structures are similar to those in the previous papers
for persistent operations [5], [44], [45], and skip-list is a basic
data structure of ZSET (or sorted sets)) in Redis [46]. Finally,
the data structures are combined to make four persistent
workloads (prefixed as pmix) for evaluation to simulate
realistic workloads in servers as shown in the shaded rows
of Table 2.

2.5 Read-Modify-Write

In the darkly shaded region of Fig. 2, the RMW behaves as a
front-end module and processes the command from the
CPU. It first reads multiple data blocks as a transaction unit
(or a row buffer size) of the PCM for each access, where each
data block has a length of 64B. If the type of the input com-
mand is read, it directly responds to the desired block with
the block offset indicated by the transaction address. On
the other hand, the write command requires to overwrite the
desired block in the prior read data first, and then writes
thewhole row buffer sized data back to the demanding phys-
ical address. From the output of the RMW, the controller

converts the command into atomic commands for device
access, such as pre-charge, activation, read, andwrite.

Besides, the maintenance of consistency in the case of
power-off failure or a system crash is not considered further
as it is beyond the scope of this paper [5], [9], [13], [45], [47].
This paper assumes that the control system of the PCM and
the queues in RMW are supported by a super-capacitor as
in previous works. This allows the in-flight data can be
flushed in the case of a system crash [5], [45].

2.6 Motivation

Clearly, the RMW module in the PCM-based system results
in a performance degradation and substantially lowers the
reliability due to read disturbance introduced by redundant
read operations [30]. Furthermore, many experiments held in
previous PCM-related studies assume that the cache line
size, commonly 64B for a general-purpose processor,matches
the row buffer size of the PCM device without considering
the non-symmetric case for practical usage. Thus, it is crucial
to taking both factors into account to show a practical PCM-
based system equipped with RMW. To resolve the above-
mentioned problems, an architecture incorporating the
private DRAM cache of the PCM as a part of the RMW is pro-
posed and to further boost-up the performance with a simple
operation tominimize the read-modify-write operations.

3 BASELINE OF RMW

The baseline model of the RMW is depicted in Fig. 3a with
details. Fig. 3b shows 3 bits of flags used in this paper,
READ, WRITE, and WAS WRITE. For READ and WRITE,
these are used to indicate types of commands which are car-
ried on command lines to signal read-enable and write-
enable in DDR interface, respectively. For WAS WRITE, it
means that the original command is WRITE after the type
conversion (see step-1 in the next paragraph). When a com-
mand from the LLC is delivered to the RMW, the following
steps are conducted:

1) The command is first delivered to the read request
generator, which converts the types of all the incom-
ing requests to READ. According to the original type
of the command:
� If the type is READ, a newly defined flag, WAS

WRITE, is set to 0 (See 64-bit defined flags in Fig. 3b
which can be overloaded on amemory transaction).

� If the type is WRITE, WAS WRITE is set to 1 to
remember its original command asWRITE.

TABLE 2
Information of Synthesized Workloads

Name Included benchmarks

mix1 lbm, leslie3d, astar, gcc
mix2 lbm, leslie3d, astar, bzip2
mix3 leslie3d, astar, bzip2, gcc
mix4 astar, bzip2, gcc, GemsFDTD
mix5 mcf, lbm, gcc, bzip2
mix6 mcf, gcc, GemsFDTD, povray
pmix1 B-tree, hash-map, queue, skip-list
pmix2 queue, B-tree, RB-tree, skip-list
pmix3 hash-map, queue, RB-tree, skip-list
pmix4 B-tree, hash-map, RB-tree, skip-list

TABLE 3
Implemented Persistent Data Structures

Name Description of behavior

Queue Enqueue and de-queue nodes among 128 queues
randomly

Hash-map Insert and delete hashed keys among 128 hash tables
randomly

B-tree Insert and delete tree nodes among 128 trees
randomly

RB-tree Insert and delete tree nodes among 128 trees
randomly

Skiplist Insert and delete list nodes among 128 lists randomly
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The command conversion is achieved with a concise bit
flipping logic, spending no more than one clock cycle in the
baseline system.
2) The converted command is stacked to the input

queue (denoted by InputQ) when waiting for the dis-
patch, whereas the command data is stored in the
data buffer if it isWRITE.

3) When the dispatched command in the previous step
comes back with read data as the size of the row
buffer size in the PCM, it is stacked to the modifica-
tion queue (denoted byModifyQ).

4) Flag WAS WRITE is then checked for proceeding to
the next step according to the original command type:
� If the bit is 1, the modification data in the data

buffer overwrites the read data brought from the
PCM. Subsequently, the flag bits of WRITE and
WASWRITE are set to “1” and “0”, respectively.

� If the bit is 0, one of the data blocks is selected
according to the transaction address because the
original type of the command is READ.

The command is then passed to the response queue
(denoted by RespQ).
5) The command in the RespQ prepares write-back or

read-response depending on the original command
type. As both the write-back command and the
request from the InputQ access the same input port
of the memory controller, they are arbitrated under
the first-come-first-serve (FCFS) policy.

4 UTILIZATION OF DRAM CACHE FOR RMW

Motivated from Section 2, an RMW architecture that fully
interacts with the DRAM cache in a PCM-based memory

system is proposed. The proposedwork is built upon the base-
line RMW described in the previous section. The proposed
architecture is called cache-based RMW hereafter in this paper.

4.1 Architectural Design

Fig. 4 shows an example organization of the proposed
cache-based RMW. A 256B row buffer is used in this design
so that each cache entry consists of four data blocks (i.e.,
cache lines from LLC). T-bit implies the type of a command
accessing one of the data blocks, and DATA is a temporal
field storing valid data. Therefore, the proposed cache does
not need the data buffer in Fig. 3. Besides, each entry addi-
tionally requires two flag bits, V-bit and U-bit, for managing
the buffered data:

� V-bit: It shows the data validity of an entry, which
can be indicated with one bit because the whole row
buffer data is fetched together by request.

� U-bit: It means that the entry is under update on the
PCM. It prevents writing or reading to/from the entry
with the addresses having different block offsets.

The repeated field structure in the cache shown in Fig. 4
makes it possible for the RMW to pre-fetch and store neigh-
boring data so that a single command is enough to acquire
the demanding data block when required. Moreover, the
read reliability of the system can be enhanced when the
RMW interacts with the DRAM cache.

Because the cache is implemented with a DRAM, an
address decoder is needed to decode the command address
to the index of the cache. The decoder is built with a lookup
table (LUT), as illustrated in Fig. 5. The LUT receives the
address (except for block offset) as the input and generates
the index to the cache as the output. Thus, the LUT has the
same number of entries as the cache does. The demanding
cache index is determined by comparing the command
address with the Tags in the LUT with a set of XOR gates.
Subsequently, the concatenated output of all the XOR gates

Fig. 3. (a) Baseline RMWmodule, and (b) flags bits of memory command
in this paper.

Fig. 4. Structure of the proposed cache and its position in the RMW
module.
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becomes a one-hot code for index multiplexer, which is con-
tinuously fed to the address port of the cache. Besides, the
existence of the requested data in the cache is confirmed by
summing up the XOR results as the found-flag.

The concept of the RMW described in this section is
somewhat similar to the RMW operations for DRAM access
although there exists a slight difference for handling a PCM
instead of a DRAM. For example, the difference from the
RMW in [27] is as follows:

� RMW in [27]: the system defines DRAM as a main
memory, so it additionally needs a data buffer for
temporarily storing the write-data and flush the data
once the command is processed.

� RMW in the proposed method: it places a PCM as a
main memory and additionally uses a private DRAM
cache for the PCM. It leverages the cache as a table for
the RMW including the data buffer and reuses the data
instead of flushing it right away, by which the area for
the data buffer is savedwith the existing resource.

4.2 Algorithm

Apseudo code is presented to show the command process of
the proposed structure as described in Fig. 6. The command
process is performed in two different manners according to
the found-flag:

1) If found is “0” (miss), the command is inserted to an
available entry in the cache according to the LRU
policy as shown in Table 1. The [V, U]-bit pair is set
to “01”. If the replacement does not occur immedi-
ately, the command stays in the InputQ and waits for
the availability of the cache entry.

2) If found is “1” (hit), the command is processed in one
of the three possible manners according to its type
and status:
� If the entry is valid (V-bit=1) and the command is

READ, the command is directly responded to the
host CPU where the status of U-bit is reset to “0”.

� If the entry is valid and the command is WRITE,
the dirty bit is set to 1 for writing data back to the
PCM when newly written data replaces the data.

The U-bit is asserted to avoid a write-after-write
(WAW) data hazard.

� If the entry is invalid (V-bit=0), it means that the
entry is under update (U-bit=1). Thus, the com-
mand stays in the InputQ and waits for the
response of the previous command.

When the first read command returns from the PCM, the
data field of the corresponding entry is loaded with the
read data and the valid bit (V-bit) is set to ”1”. The U-bit is
reset to “0” because the entry update is complete.

Since the proposed design frequently offloads redundant
read operations, the read disturbance is also reduced signifi-
cantly. Depending on the characteristics of workload, it may
not offer a noticeable improvement in the operation speed.
For example if a command with cache miss is under process
on the PCM device, all the commands behind the miss-
command in the InputQ are constrained in the queue. This
problem is critical for large miss penalty (called a stuck-in-
queue problem). In particular, if the locality of an applica-
tion is low, frequent cache misses results in a performance
degradation. A novel operation to effectively mitigate the
problem is explained in the next section.

5 TYPELESS COMMAND MERGING

5.1 Architectural Design

To mitigate the stuck-in-queue problem, the typeless merge
operation, which merges commands without any regard to
the command type, is proposed to drain commands clogged
in the InputQ. Fig. 7 shows the details of the new entry
structure and the modified RMW along with an example,
which will be discussed in the sub-section below. As shown
in the figure, M-bit is an additional bit in each block field of
the cache. It indicates an entry that represents multiple com-
mands accessing the same address but different block off-
sets (i.e., different cache lines). For example, if the M-bits in
block 0 and block 2 are set to 1, they would represent two
commands generated by a CPU and will be merged into a
single command regardless of it being READ or WRITE. To
make this new operation executable, this paper incorporates
aMerger and aDe-merger for merging input commands from

Fig. 5. Address decoder of the cache in RMW. Fig. 6. Pseudo code of the proposed cache-based RMW.
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the processor and disassembling the merged command
responded from the PCM, respectively.

5.2 Algorithm

For the merge operation, Algorithm 1 in Fig. 6 is slightly
modified as shown in Fig. 8. Additional pseudo codes sup-
porting the merge operation are illustrated in Fig. 9.

Modification of Algorithm 1. The operation handling the
false case of the V-bit in Algorithm 1 is slightly modified

(see Fig. 8). The command on the head is merged with the
accessing entry if it is invalid (V-bit=0) disregarding the state
of the U-bit. This is because the merged command is to be
split into original commands again and the corresponding
responses are to be responded to the CPU. Since there is
only one “if” case added to the algorithm, it is implemented
using a 2-input multiplexer with a slight modification in
the hardware.

Fig. 7. Cache table and RMWmodule supporting merge operation. (a) Merge process, and (b) De-merge process.

Fig. 8. Modified version of Algorithm 1 for merge operation in which the
modified part is shaded. Fig. 9. Pseudo code ofMerger and De-Merger.
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Merger (Algorithm 2). As shown in Fig. 9, the Merger
ensures that the commands generating new entries in the
cache are not issued immediately. It waits for commands
that access the same address but different block offsets. As
shown in the algorithm, the waiting time is determined by
the pending threshold which is chosen by the experiments. If
there is no command for merging within the pending thresh-
old in InputQ, it is dispatched right away for PCM access.
When searching for the commands for merging, the Merger
identifies the commands satisfying the conditions in the
pseudo code and sets all the M-bits to “1”, which means that
the command is merged with that entry. Because the com-
mands are merged into one entry, the throughput of the sys-
tem can be significantly improved. As a result, the Merger
can hide the miss penalty at the expense of simple logics as
shown in the algorithm.

De-merger (Algorithm 3). The merged commands that are
returned from the PCM must be retrieved with the informa-
tion recorded in the cache. As demonstrated in Fig. 9, the
De-merger checks the M-bit of each block field in the entry
and retrieves the commands merged in the InputQ with the

assertion of the V-bit. Finally, all the disassembled com-
mands are pushed into the RespQ for responses. Moreover,
the ordering can also be maintained if an additional L-bit is
added to each block field of the entry. The description for
this bit is given in the following sub-section.

5.3 Example

In this example, a PCM with a row buffer size of 256B is
assumed, and the command at the head of the InputQ is
accessing address 0x0. The pending threshold of the Merger
is chosen as eight. For better understanding, Fig. 7a illus-
trates the work-flow of merging:

1) 0x0-command first generates a new entry for the
cache due to cache miss. During the generation, the
M-bit is set to 1 to indicate that the block is occupied.

2) Subsequently, commands 0xC0 and 0x80 are deliv-
ered into the InputQ within the pending cycle of
the Merger. Concurrently, the Merger matches the
address of the incoming command and the cache
entries. The L-bit of 0x80-command is set to 1 to indi-
cate that it is the latestWRITE command.

Fig. 10. Speedup comparisons between the RMW only applying DRAM cache and the RMW applying typeless merge operation with respect to differ-
ent DRAM cache entry numbers. Some bars out of range of the figure are labelled with specific values. (a) 512-entry, (b) 1024-entry, (c) 2048-entry,
(d) 4096-entry.
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3) The data of the commands are recorded into the gen-
erated entry in step-1 with assertions of the M-bit
and the U-bit.

4) After the pending cycle exceeds, the 0x0-command is
dispatched to the memory controller.

When the response of the 0x0-command is returned to
the RMW, it is first queued into the ModifyQ for the de-
merging process. Fig. 7b depicts the process of de-merging:

5) The 0x0-command at the head of the ModifyQ is
directed to the De-Merger for decomposition.

6) All the M-bits in the cache are identified to determine
the merged commands. Although two WRITE com-
mands are merged in the entry, it is unnecessary to
issue all of them to the PCM because this may be
inconsistent with the purpose of the merge operation.
Thus, the last WRITE command merged is issued,
which is implied by the L-bit. Meanwhile, the [U, V]-
bit pair is set to ”01” after the decomposition.

7) Finally, the decomposed commands are stored into
the RespQ for direct response or write-back.

This example shows that the merge operation “virtually”
dispatches three commands in the eight pending cycles with
a single representative command. Therefore, the throughput
of the memory system is significantly improved with a sim-
ple operation while maintaining the read reliability due to
the reduction of redundant read operations.

6 EVALUATION

6.1 Speedup

The speed of the baseline RMW is degraded as the row
buffer size increases because a memory transaction of a
larger buffer size requires a longer burst length. The simula-
tion results shown in Fig. 11 verify the degradation. The
proposed cache-based RMW, however, achieves a speedup
with an increase in the row buffer size. In each graph in
Figs. 10a, 10b, 10c, and 10d, the left sub-graph shows the
result with the cache-based RMW whereas the right sub-
graph represents the improvements made by the merging
operations. The baseline for normalization is the model hav-
ing a 64B-row buffer size. As shown in the left sub-figures
of Figs. 10a, 10b, 10c, and 10d, the speedup increases as the
cache capacity enlarges thanks to the enhanced cache hit
rate. The average speedups of 512B-row buffer systems are
1.4 times, 1.6 times, 1.8 times, and 2.4 times when there are
512, 1,024, 2,048, and 4,096 entries in the DRAM cache,
respectively. The maximum improvement is 4.1 times

compared to the baseline on average, when the entry num-
ber is 4,096 and row buffer size is 2 KB.

Some benchmarks have speedups smaller than 1 when
the entry number is smaller than 1,024 for 128B row buffer.
This degradation occurs due to the “stuck-in-queue” prob-
lem as discussed in Section 4.2. To mitigate stuck-in-queue
problem, the merge operation mentioned in Section 5 is
applied to the cache-based RMW. The right sub-figures of
Figs. 10a, 10b, 10c, and 10d show the speedup of merge
operation ranging from 128B to 2KB row buffer size. As
shown in these figures, the merge operation enhances the
performance markedly. For a system with 512B-row buffer,
the speedup achieves 1.7, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.2 times when the
numbers of the cache entries are 512, 1,024, 2,048, and 4,096,
respectively (see Figs. 10a, 10b, 10c, 10d). The maximum
speedup is 5.7 times on average with 2KB-row buffer and
4,096-entry cache, which is higher than the value of 4.1
times when using DRAM-only method.

6.2 Benefits of Reliability

6.2.1 Read Disturbance

The proposed system provides performance improvement,
and yet it is still insufficient to indicate that the proposed
method is suitable for general use concerning reliability.
Another unexpected benefit of the cache-based RMW is
device reliability. Read disturbance is an error that is
incurred by frequent and redundant read operations on a
specific cell. Since a cache filters out most of the commands
accessing neighboring addresses to prevent the commands
from entering the PCM device, the read disturbance can be
highly reduced by applying the proposed method.

To cover technology variations, six different bit error rates
are chosen as 1E-2, 1E-3, 1E-4, 1E-5, 1E-6, and 1E-7. Fig. 12
shows the average normalized bit errors which represents
the ratio of the bit errors generated by proposed RMW
against the baseline. These values are represented by the bar
graphs. On the other hand, the line graphs in the figure show
the average numbers of errors occurred per read operation
with respect to the size of row buffer. The horizontal axis rep-
resents the row buffer size whereas four cache sizes are cho-
sen as 512, 1,024, 2,048, and 4,096 entries, respectively. The
four graphs in Fig. 12 represent the results for these four
cache sizes, respectively. In this figure, although the errors
per read operation increase due to the fast decrease of the
total read operations (or dominator), the number of bit errors
decrease with the increase of the row buffer size, fromwhich
the proposed method consequently enhances the overall
read reliability compared to the baseline. This is because the
proposed model allows the controller to pre-fetch and reuse
the data as the size of the row buffer increases. For 512B row
buffer tested at the bit error rate of 1E-5, for example, the
average errors are reduced by 41, 39, 40, and 49 percent
when the cache has 512, 1,024, 2,048, and 4,096 entries,
respectively, as compared to that in the baseline.

6.2.2 Cell Endurance

The lifetime is another important measurement of PCM
characteristic which is estimated by measuring the number
of writes to the hottest position (or the worst-case wear
counts), by which it is used for quantifying the effectiveness
of wear-leveling in [48]. Fig. 13a shows the writes to the

Fig. 11. Speed degradation rate with respect to different row buffer size
where 64B is the baseline. The lower rate the worse performance.
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hottest position of the proposed method equipped with a
4,096-entry DRAM cache which is normalized to the base-
line by increasing the row buffer size from 128B to 2 KB.
The wear-out becomes worse if the row buffer is enlarged
from 128B to 512B; however, it can be handled as similar to
the baseline by modulating the row buffer size larger than 1
KB due to data pre-fetching effect on the DRAM cache. The

proposed method with 2 KB row buffer and 4,096-entry
DRAM achieves to 39 percent reduction of the worst-case
wear counts as compared to the baseline. Fig. 13b also
shows that the proposed method prevents wear-out more
effectively as the DRAM cache size increases. For a 512B
row buffer, the wear-outs to the hottest cell are reduced by
24.3 percent as the entry number increases from 512 to 4,096.

6.3 Energy Consumption and the Selection of the
Optimal Row Buffer Size

Fig. 14 shows that the average energy consumption of a
memory system generally increases with the row buffer size
by adopting the proposed merge-operation with respect to
a different DRAM cache size, where the energy consump-
tions of different row buffer sizes are measured for each
DRAM cache size. The horizontal red line shows the energy
consumption of the baseline. The energy consumption grad-
ually decreases as the number of DRAM cache entries
increases. For a 4,096-entry DRAM cache 512B row buffer,

Fig. 12. Average normalized bit errors and average bit errors/read command after applying merge operation with different DRAM cache entries
(512-4096 entries). (a) BER=1E-2, (b) BER=1E-3, (c) BER=1E-4, (d) BER=1E-5, (e) BER=1E-6, (f) BER=1E-7.

Fig. 13. Normalized writes to the hottest position of the proposed merge-
operation: (a) the results for each benchmark when DRAM cache has
4096 entries, (b) the results for different DRAM cache entries.

Fig. 14. Average energy consumption of the proposed merge-operation
where the red line shows the average energy consumption of the base-
line in this paper.
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the increase of the energy consumption by the proposed
merge-operation is about 38 percent while the speed is
improved by 3.2 times compared to the baseline. This
increase of energy consumption is relatively small because
the main memory consumes about 11 percent of a whole
computing system [49]. As a result, the proposed method
can achieve �3.2 of the speedup with a relatively small
increase in energy consumption (about 4% ¼ 38%� 11%)
compared to the baseline.

The optimal row buffer size should be chosen to achieve
the best trade-off between the energy consumption and
speedup. Fig. 15 shows the relationship between the energy
consumption and speedup by modulating the row buffer
size from 128B, 256B, 512B, 1,024B, to 2,048B. The five sym-
bols in each graph represent these sizes. Since the energy
consumption increases by nearly 1.5 times when row buffer
size is above 1,024B as compared to the baseline which too
large to be adopted in the system, 512B is chosen as the opti-
mal row buffer size. This selection is compliant with the
previous research that also chooses the transaction unit to
be no more than 512B [2], [21], [22]. The selected trade-off
increases the speed by 3.2 times and reduces total error
occurrences by 49 percent, as it increases the energy con-
sumption by 38 percent when compared to the baseline for
4,096-entry DRAM cache with merge operation. The hard-
ware cost of the merge operation very small because 4,096-
entry DRAM cache demands about 2 MB while a DRAM
requires approximately 5.5$/GB [9].

6.4 Comparison with Related Works

For fairly comparison among different performance
enhancement schemes, this paper applies [12], [32], and [34]
to the RMW integrated with the DRAM cache instead of
nave RMW. The average speedups and average energy con-
sumptions of all schemes including the proposed method
(typless merge operation) are shown in Figs. 16a and 16b,
respectively. The graphs denoted by NonBlockBank, WSHR,
and FgNVM, represents the schemes of [12], [32], and [34],
respectively. For speedup, the proposed method achieves
the best performance as it offers 19.2 percent improvement
on average as compared to the others when the row buffer
size is 512B (the optimal row buffer size discussed in the pre-
vious sub-section). For the energy consumption in Fig. 16b,
all schemes show similar energy consumptions, whereas the
proposed method consumes 1 percent smaller consumption
on average as compared to the others due to the decrease of
command processing command processing.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A PCM is an indispensable memory device as data access
becomes increasingly intensive with an increasing demand
for data reliability. It is necessary to increase the size of the
row buffer in a PCM device to larger than 128B to address
the drawbacks of the PCM compared to DRAM. This paper
first proposes an RMW architecture utilizing a DRAM cache
for enhancing read reliability and the performance in a
PCM-based system. However, it may induce an unexpected
performance degradation for some workloads due to high
miss penalty of the cache in the PCM. Therefore, merge, an
operation for combining the cache and RMW, is proposed,
not only to compensate for the throughput reduction as
much as possible but also to achieve even improved perfor-
mance. As a result, the merge operation adopted in the
512B-row buffer system with 4,096-entry DRAM cache
enhances the speed and read reliability by 3.2 times and
49 percent, respectively, on average. The DRAM cache
requires approximately 2 MB of storage space, of which cost
is very small as discussed in the previous section.

This work assumes that the memory controller of the
PCM including the RMW is supported by a super-capacitor
so that the proposed model offloads the work of persistent
model as much as possible. In the future, to further reduce
the energy consumption and area utilization consumed by
the heavy super-capacitor, we need to devise a much more
concrete model which can deal with the persistent model
without incorporating the super-capacitor.
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